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Readers call the ARISEN series: "by far the best damn series of books ever written" ... "the master

class of this genre" ... "Fast moving and exciting as hell with a ton of humanity to make you tear up"

... "Absolute thrill ride. Best in this genre by far" ... "Blows World War Z out of the water" ... "a knock

down drag out kick ass read - the best ZA book series around, period" ... "terrifying, heroic, and

tragic" ... "totally stunning in its originality" ... "thoroughly engrossing, taking you on a wild ride

through utter devastation" ... "the best I have ever read in apocalypse fiction of any kind" ...

"Riveting. Full of horror and beauty" ... "a jet-pack-strapped-to-your-back thrilling journey of the most

epic proportions" ... "The only downside is that each book is not 10,000 pages."Â ARISEN, Book

Ten - The Flood is now an  Top 100 overall bestseller (#62) as well as #1 in War and Military and #2

in Dystopian.Â ARISENHope Never DiesÂ LONDON UNDER SIEGEWith the tide of dead lapping at

the walls of London, Major Jameson must decide whether to roll the dice and lead One Troop on a

desperate mission into the fallen Russian Empire, to retrieve a designer pathogen so lethal it even

kills the dead...Â CHAOS ON SHOREMiles over his head and on the precipice of failure and

extinction, Wesley must lead an overmatched and under-equipped shore team through biblical fire

and flood, to salvage any hope of completing the vaccine in time to save humanity...Â AFRICA

DEVOURSOn their final mission, a unified Alpha team fights for the ultimate fate of the world - and

for their very survival, trapped at ground zero of the fall of Man, inundated by a deluge of

never-before-imagined threats, and knowing that failure in their mission means extinction for the

species...Â Desperation. Heroism. Survival.THE FLOOD
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Length: 280 pages. This is not yet available at audible.com for some reason.I note this author, and

this series, is a huge hit on . Having said that, I have read none of the previous books, so, bear with

me. My eyes are a fresh look at this monster hit series.This is a combination war storie,

science-fiction action-adventure. In other words, this book will best address the cravings guys have

for hot and dirty get-in-your face action with no, uh, politically correct niceties.Put another way, this

is not a story we ever are likely to view on Hallmark Channel. For me, that is great, for I read it in

parallel with a book that is perfect for Hallmark. I needed to offset that other excellent literary work

with something that, if not a literary masterpiece of mainstream prose, would appeal to my John

Wayne/Clint Eastwood cravings.Okay, I admit it, I am an old geezer. I love gritty shoot-em-ups and

football.Even so, I also sometimes abhor stories of war guys loving the action shooting enemies

whom they don't acknowledge as also being human. Navy Seals with Charlie Sheen was, for me, a

total waste of time, even though I usually love his flicks.So, that should let you see why I was so late

in discovering this great series of stories that, despite not being great literary works and despite not

working towards character development. I have been trying to avoid stories that feel too similar to

Navy Seals.By the way, lest I forget, the language is the sort we all have come to expect from

military heroes. It is coarse, but, the language is perfectly consistent with that I would expect to hear

in situations similar to those in which these guys find themselves.
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